
OUTDOOR GAS STOVE

WARNINGS
1，Only to be used outdoors;
2，Read the instructions before using the appliance;
3，Do not move the appliance during use;
4，Turn off the gas supply at the gas container after use;
5，Any modification of the appliance may be dangerous
6，In the event of gas leak，turning off the gas supply;
7，When handling particularly hot components，using protective gloves;

8，The parts sealed by the manufacturer or his agent must not be altered by the
user;
9，The minimum size of cooking vessel is 18cm，and the maximum size of cooking 
vessel is 26cm;
10, The regulator must be complied with standard EN 16129; 
11，When the venture is blocked, please clean the venture;
12, Injector Marking: 

13, The gas cylinder used shall not exceed 13kg, with a maximum height including the
regulator of 570mm and a maximum diameter including the regulator of 310 mm.

14, The length of the flexible tube shall not exceed 1.5cm and the flexible tube shall
not  be  twisting.  When  the  national  conditions  require  ,the  flexible  tube  shall  be
changed.  The  connector  to  connect  the  flexible  tube  is  on  the  behind  of   the
appliance;
15, This appliance must be kept away from inflammable materials (1 meter clearance) 
16, When changing the gas cylinder,  it shall  be  carried out  away  from any source 
of ignition.

0PERATION MANUAL
1. To light the burner. Push the knob of the burner you want to turn on and turn it counter-

clockwise to the maximum position.
2. At the same time place a flame close to the burner.
3. Make sure the burner is on.
4. If the burner is not on, immediately close the burner and then wait one minute to retry step 1-3.
5. When the burner is on, you can adjust the knob even to the minimum position.

THANKYOU FOR PURCHASING OUR 
PRODUCT.WISHYOU HAVE DELICIOUS DISHES 
EVERYDAY!



CLEANING  ， MAINTENANCE AND STORING
1，Before cleaning，please make sure the gas stove is cold down  ；  
2，Use clean cloth to clean the dirty place；
3，Keep this gas stove in dry location;
4，When LP cylinders is connected to stove，store outdoors in a 

well-ventilated space and out of reach of children；
5，Store stove indoors only if LP cylinder is turned off and disconnected  ，

remove from grill and stored outdoors.
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